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NEW QUESTION: 1

What is the maximum number of recipients per hour that the Cisco Email Security Appliance
will accept from the green.public domain?
A. 0
B. Unlimited
C. 1
D. 2
E. 3
F. 4
G. 5
Answer: D
Explanation:
From the instructions we know that the green.public domain has been assigned a reputation
score of 2. From below we know that a reputation score of 2 belongs to the SUSPECTLIST,
which has a policy of "THROTTLED":
Capture
By clicking on the THROTTLED policy we see that the max recipients per hour has been set to

20:
Capture

NEW QUESTION: 2
Welches Element ist in der Konfiguration des täglichen Arbeitszeitplans obligatorisch?
A. Mindestarbeitszeit
B. Klasse für den täglichen Arbeitszeitplan
C. Auswahlregel für den Tagesarbeitszeitplan
D. Kernzeiten
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which process can you use to credit internal orders during period-end closing?
A. Assessment
B. Distribution
C. Periodic reposting
D. Indirect activity allocation
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
P's age is twice Q's age. One year ago, R's age was exactly half of P's age at that time.
A. The relationship cannot be determined from the information given.
B. The quantity in Column A is greater;
C. The quantity in Column B is greater;
C .The quantities are equal;
Answer: C
Explanation:
You can approach this problem intuitively, without a written system of equations. If P's age
were twice what R's age is now, then Q's age would equal R's age, and the correct answer
would be
choice (C). R's current age must be greater than half of P's (because one year ago R's age was
exactly
half of P's). Given that Q's age is exactly half of P's age, R must be older than Q.
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